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investigative Series Strengthens
Committee’s objectives
by Julie hutcheson

a

n investigative series exploring land use issues facing south Santa
Clara County helped to increase awareness of the Committee for
Green Foothills among the public and state and local representatives. The
goal of the series was to build an understanding of the vital link between
the health of South County’s landscapes and the quality of life enjoyed in
the communities there.
The events took place in late winter and early spring of this year and
were a joint effort between the Committee for Green Foothills and
Greenbelt Alliance. The series was designed to highlight topical themes
and covered four areas: water, agriculture, quality of life, and vision for the
future.
Essence of Life: Water tour

The first event in the series, the Water Tour, focused on water supply
and management and creek stewardship. The tour began at the Nordstrom Well in Morgan Hill where Director Don Gage of the Santa Clara
Valley Water District addressed conservation, supply, and water quality
issues. He was followed by Mario Iglesias, Utility Systems Manager for
the City of Morgan Hill, who explained the workings of the well,
including the challenges associated with providing water services to
hillside developments.
Silva’s Crossing over Uvas Creek in Gilroy was the second stop on the
tour. There, Herman Garcia, President of Coastal Habitat Education and
Environmental Restoration (CHEER), discussed his organization’s en-

deavor to restore Uvas Creek to a healthy living stream. At the third stop,
Jean Myers shared with the group her native plant and riparian restoration
project along the mile stretch of Uvas and Little Arthur Creeks that runs
along her property and near her home, the aptly named, Casa Dos Rios.
The tour ended with lunch at Jason Stephens Winery where Herman
Garcia described CHEER’s impressive efforts over the past five years to
restore steelhead populations. A section of Uvas Creek that runs by the
winery serves as CHEER’s steelhead nursery and intensive care unit.
Food of Life: agricultural Panel

The second event of the series was an Agricultural Panel that included
two South County farmers, the Executive Director of the Brentwood
Land Trust, and the Director of Bronco Urban Gardens, an urban agriculture and food justice program at Santa Clara University. The evening
began with opening remarks by Kevin O’Day, Santa Clara County’s Agricultural Commissioner, who spoke about the current state of agriculture
in the county.
Panelists engaged in a dynamic and lively discussion on current
farming practices, economic viability, land stewardship, perceptions
surrounding part-time farming, branding, agro-tourism, and marketing
challenges, just to name a few. The event was very well received by the
audience, which numbered over 60 people. The evening was supported
by a number of organizations including The Health Trust, the Santa Clara
County Department of Agriculture, the Santa Clara County Food System
Alliance, and County’s Farm Bureau.
Continued on page 5
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GF members have told me that the length of our newsletters is “just about right” for a
lunch or break time engagement, and that they always contain a “wealth of information.” This is indeed good feedback to have received from our primary audience and confirms that we’ve met the goal of communicating concise information in an easy-to-read format. Although each edition may be read in 20 to 30 minutes, production takes about three
to four months on average, which is why we publish only three editions a year. In each we
focus on communicating our passion for our work, but with this edition I note the coverage
has gone even further—capturing the breadth, depth, and integrity of our dynamic Advocate Team. Reflected in their work is first and foremost,
their love for the land, but additionally their dedication
and commitment to representing our organization
and volunteer Board of Directors. In this edition, our
Advocates deliver their messages with conviction and
Cynthia D'Agosta the embodiment of the meaning of “CGF at work.”
The articles that follow illustrate very serious land use
issues CGF monitors in both counties, our positions
on these projects — and how our positions can sometimes lead to lawsuits. In addition,
we demonstrate our superb programming, which included the educational Investigative
Series held in the spring. And look for information on our annual celebration — the annual
Nature’s Inspiration gathering where this year we salute environmental leader, Peter Douglas.
Please join us!
This summer we have some new faces in the house. Once again, we welcome an intern
from the Bill Lane Center for American Studies, Kelsey Grousbeck, a senior at Stanford in
Human Biology with a concentration on Environmental Policy and Marine Ecology. Kelsey
G will be working with our Advocates on the upcoming General Plan reviews. Returning
this summer to help out in the office is Kelsey Wolfgram, a recent high school graduate,
who will be starting a Bachelor’s degree program at the University of San Francisco in the
fall. Mike Sanchez joins us as lead I.T. guy. Mike is hard at work getting the website ready
for a new launch! Nina Sakelarios joined us last fall and continues to help us with Finance
Management. I couldn’t ask for a more dedicated staff and Board of Directors. Each person
goes the extra mile to keep us “local, vocal, and effective.”
As Board President Margaret MacNiven mentions in her article, we are gearing up for
our 50th anniversary in 2012. We very much want you to join us in this celebration. Please
let us know what you’d like to commemorate — bring us your history and stories or think
about writing an article for one of our 2012 newsletters. We will be acknowledging those
who’ve gone on to elected positions after serving on our Board, and track our longest standing members. Let’s have some fun with this celebration!

From the
Executive
Director

CGF

CGF and others opposed Caltrans’ decision to build a four-lane freeway over Montara Mountain to bypass the infamous Devil’s Slide. CGF instead
backed the tunnel project, which will be completed in late 2012, as a way to save McNee Ranch State Park.

Looking Forward
N

From the
President

CGF
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We intend to use these lessons as a guide to make the changes
and decisions necessary for our future as a sustainable and viable organization, especially as environmental problems in the
21st century are significantly different from those of the 1960’s
and have expanded beyond CGF’s current mission and scope.
Our Executive Director, Cynthia D’Agosta, is restructuring the
office and adding staff; our website is undergoing a major revamp that will “go live” later this year; the Finance Committee,
led by Board Treasurer Bill Whitmer, has prepared spreadsheets
demonstrating necessary goals for financial sustainability; the
Development Committee, led by Chair Gail Kaiser, is focusing
on an outreach program for current and new members; this
year’s Nature’s Inspiration Committee, led by chair Pete LaTourette, is diligently working out the details of what promises to
be another fun annual celebration for our members; and, all
the while, the Advocacy Committee, led by Chair Alex Kennett,
continues to address local environmental issues.
The Board will put this all together at our annual Board
Advance this summer. Yes, Advance. As our former, wonderful Board member, the late Mary Davey, always said, “Board
Advance — we never Retreat!” CGF is the recipient of an
Organizational Effectiveness Grant from the David and Lucile
Packard Foundation, and these funds have enabled us to conduct a Strategic Planning session with a facilitator from Grove
International, a consulting and facilitation firm, that will help us
address the challenges that lie ahead.
I am honored to welcome Nancy Arbuckle to the CGF
Board. Nancy is a freelance writer and book editor. She has
written and edited a number of books including city guides to
sustainable businesses. She has served on the Board of Directors of Sequoia Audubon Society where she was Conservation
Advocate for three years. She is also involved in raising funds
and volunteering for local public schools. Nancy has lived in
San Mateo County for almost 25 years and loves to hike on
Peninsula trails and cook locally grown produce.
In other Board news, please join me in congratulating former
CGF Board member Dave Pine who was elected to the San
Mateo County Board of Supervisors in May. Dave, a lawyer by
training, served on the CGF Board from 2004 until 2010.

  

ext year’s 50th anniversary of the Committee for Green
Foothills has been uppermost in my mind recently. What
an extraordinary feat! Our goal on the Board is to ensure that
CGF continues to be as effective in protecting open space now
as it has been for the last 50 years. For the rest of this year, we
will focus on CGF’s future as a non-profit organization, and the
direction needed to be
taken to ensure sustainability for the next 50
years, ideologically and,
particularly, financially.
To move forward, it
is
sometimes
important
Margaret MacNiven
to look back—to get
an understanding of
where we have come from and how we have achieved so much
to preserve the beauty of our local environment. To that end, I
have found there is a theme running through CGF’s successes:
there is always a passion and determination to protect open
space; there is a detailed knowledge and understanding of the
law; there is the ability to face the public and our lawmakers in
a calm and patient manner; and finally, there is the background
necessary to suggest an alternative solution.
Take the case of the Devil’s Slide bypass on Highway 1. For
almost 30 years, CGF and others opposed Caltrans’ decision
to build a four-lane freeway over Montara Mountain, a road
that would have bisected the sensitive and pristine habitat of
McNee Ranch State Park. End result (to make a very long
story short): CGF’s Legislative Advocate, Lennie Roberts, who
worked tirelessly to protect the park, was Caltrans’ choice to
be the backhoe operator at the ground-breaking ceremony for
the voter-approved tunnel under Montara Mountain. McNee
Ranch was saved! The protection of the foothills above Palo
Alto from industrial development not only by Stanford but also
by the City of Palo Alto; the creation of the Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District as well as its expansion to the coast;
the preservation of Coyote Ridge; opposition to development
in rural Coyote Valley—these are just a few environmental
victories that have that CGF stamp.

Supervisors Approve
“Big Wave” Project
CGF, Sierra Club, Surfrider Foundation,
Pillar Ridge Homeowners Association,
and San Mateo County League for
Coastside Protection have filed an
Appeal of the Supervisors decision to
the California Coastal Commission

and differential settlement.
The eight buildings of the proposed office park, ranging up to
46 feet high, would be twice as high as typical buildings in the
area and would block scenic views of the coast from Highway
One and public trails in the area. The project would generate
an estimated 2,200 daily vehicle trips, which must use substandard, narrow roads to access the area. There are only two
ingress-egress points; in any emergency it would be difficult for
people to leave and emergency vehicles to access the area.

by Lennie Roberts

The developers have systematically destroyed wetlands over
the past five years by repeatedly disking and plowing the site,
and bringing in topsoil to raise the elevation, all under the guise
of farming. Although the developer proposes to restore the
wetlands by planting thousands of trees and shrubs, many of
the proposed species (such as oaks, madrones, and buckeyes)
are not found in wetlands and thus are not suitable for this site.
Touting the restoration as a “green” aspect of their project belies
the fact that there would be no need for wetland restoration if
the developers had not destroyed them in the first place.

L
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ess than a month after the tragic earthquake and tsunami
in Japan, the San Mateo County Board of Supervisors
approved the “Big Wave” project, consisting of 225,000 square
feet of office park, plus 91,000 square feet of housing for developmentally disabled adults—all located on a low-lying area
next to the Pillar Point Marsh and within the County’s Tsunami
Inundation Area.
In approving the project, the Supervisors ignored their own
long-standing zoning regulations, which prohibit locating
public schools, hospitals, and buildings for people with disabilities in a tsunami zone. Ironically, the Supervisors had just
proclaimed the week of March 21-25 as “Tsunami Awareness
Week.”
What’s wrong with this proposal?

The proposed development would violate numerous,
long-standing General Plan, Local Coastal Plan, and zoning
regulations.
In addition to the tsunami hazard, the housing would be
located too close to the Half Moon Bay Airport runway. The
Federal Aviation Administration, California Division of Aeronautics, and the County’s own Airport Manager have warned
that the County risks losing federal funds for the airport if
housing is built in this unsafe area. Hazards associated with
a major earthquake on the adjacent Seal Cove Fault include
severe ground shaking, liquefaction, sand boils, lurch cracking,

“Predevelopment farming” destroys wetlands

Appeals to Coastal Commission and the Courts

Committee for Green Foothills, Sierra Club, Surfrider Foundation, Pillar Ridge Homeowners Association, and San Mateo
County League for Coastside Protection have filed an Appeal
of the Supervisors decision to the California Coastal Commission. The two utility districts serving this area have filed
separate appeals, due to the project’s proposal to duplicate the
public utility services by using private onsite water treatment
and wastewater systems. CGF, represented by the highly respected law firm of Shute, Mihaly and Weinberger, in conjunction with the utility districts, has also filed legal challenges to
the inadequate EIR.
We hope the project will face greater scrutiny in these venues.
The environmental and community organizations have been
clear from the outset that they are not against this type of
housing, but Big Wave’s location is not appropriate from both a
policy and environmental perspective.
CGF

CGF, Coastsiders
named in Strategic
Lawsuit Against
Public Participation
(SLAPP) suit
by Lennie Roberts

I

Investigative Series — Continued from page 1
Quality of Life: Urban Tour

Greenbelt Alliance conducted a walking tour of downtown Morgan Hill at this event. The
tour highlighted elements of a vibrant community designed around people. It included a visit
to the burgeoning community garden, an opportunity to envision a creek walk, and a tour of
The Granary, Morgan Hill’s premier LEED Gold building, a prominent reminder of this area’s
once preeminent economic engine, agriculture.
Combining the Components of Life: Community Design Day

The aforementioned Granary fittingly served as the location of the last event in the South
County series. The purpose of the Community Design Day was to solicit the public’s input
on ideas for the future of south Santa Clara County. The goal was to take these ideas and
create a community-driven vision for the region—from South San Jose, to the Valley’s fertile
farmlands in Gilroy, to Sargent Ranch at the County border. The end product—under development—will be used to communicate the vision and inform current and future decision
makers, shaping the landscape, the dialogue, and the quality of life for the region.
Assembly member William Monning (27th District) is one of the current decision makers
who has already expressed appreciation of this endeavor. After taking a guided tour of the
exhibits with CGF’s Executive Director, the Assembly member told a roomful of participants
that the event “should be bottled and replicated in every community.”
Indeed, overall, the Committee for Green Foothills- and Greenbelt Alliance-sponsored
South County investigative series is worthy of imitation. Informative, thought provoking, and
well attended; the overall result was a fruitful combination of the two organizations’ resources
and voices successfully bolstering our objectives in South County.
CGF
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Assemblymember Monning addressing the crowd at the design charrette.

  

n a bizarre challenge to the fundamental
rights of citizens and groups to appeal permits to the Coastal Commission granted by
the County, CGF Advocate Lennie Roberts,
Montara Neighbors for Responsible Building, and nine neighbors have been named as
Defendants in a lawsuit brought by coastside
home builder, Thomas Mahon.
Opponents of Mr. Mahon’s development had
appealed the County’s approval of two Design
Review permits for two massive, oversized
houses on one legal parcel in Montara. The
Coastal Commission unanimously found that
the Appeals raised a Substantial Issue as to the
project’s conformity with the County’s Local
Coastal Plan, and further decided that a Coastal
Development permit was required in addition to
the Design Review permits. Rather than comply
with the Commission’s findings, Mr. Mahon
went to court, and named the Appellants,
including CGF, as Defendants in addition to the
Coastal Commission.
Mr. Mahon’s unwarranted lawsuit is a clear
example of a Strategic Lawsuit Against Public
Participation (SLAPP) suit. CGF and the
neighbors have filed an Anti-SLAPP motion
against Mr. Mahon, and have asked the court to
dismiss us from the lawsuit, pointing out that Mr.
Mahon’s lawsuit is an unwarranted attempt to
suppress the public’s participation in the legally
established appeal process for County approvals
of development in the Coastal Zone.
The California Anti-SLAPP Statute
was enacted in 1992 to protect the fundamental Constitutional and statutory
rights of petition and speech, and courts
have construed its purpose broadly. The
Anti-SLAPP action will be heard in San
Mateo Superior Court in early August. If
CGF and the Appellants prevail, we will
be eligible for attorney fees and costs.
The law firm of Wittwer and Parkin is
representing the community groups and
individuals.

Environmentalists and
developers — can we cooperate?
by Brian Schmidt

E

ven in a housing-deficient area like here in the San Francisco Bay region, it’s wrong to simply say any new house,
anywhere, is a good thing. This is true economically as well as
environmentally. For instance, a potential house location ten
miles due east of San Jose might sound like a quick jaunt away
from Silicon Valley, but that could actually put it in a place with no
roads, no services, no water in reach, and
TippingPoints no geologically-safe spot to build on. It
wouldn’t sell economically, and it would
be bad environmentally.
Alternatively, a potential high-density housing location near a
train station might appeal to environmentalists but seem too risky
economically. There are different tipping points for different issues.
In some places, the economics might favor changing zoning to be
more dense or less dense, while environmental considerations favor
the opposite, making conflict inevitable. However, in other areas,
economics and the various types of environmental issues might
favor the same change in zoning.
Committee for Green Foothills does not oppose all development. In fact, our emphasis on protection of open space in a
housing-deficient region suggests that increased housing density,
in some circumstances, could actually be beneficial to open space.
Examining the tipping points for various issues helps clarify the
opportunities for cooperation.
So here are some ideas:
Transportation issues: Adding housing in an area that has
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little future prospect of public transit use is unlikely to help the
transit situation. The transportation tipping point is a certain level
of density that can use transit effectively. Any increase in density
above the tipping point makes transit even more cost effective.
Proximity to good transit also creates a tipping point, where any
increase in density is beneficial to transit. Inner suburbs might be
at the density level that constitutes the tipping point for transportation. Increasing density for suburbs, maybe starting at somewhere
between four to ten residences per acre, results in more use of
public transit. Increasing density from, say, one to two residences
per acre, does almost nothing to increase transit use.
Walkability: Making a low-density residential area slightly
less low density isn’t going to make the area more walkable, it just
puts more cars on the roads. On the other hand, adding more
housing to an area that is already walkable means that more people
will be using the local stores, making them more financially viable.
The tipping point is when an area is already walkable, or likely to
become walkable. Urban townhouses and brownstones may move
an area toward the walkability tipping point.
Natural open space: At first glance, there doesn’t seem

to be a tipping point—any increase in density decreases open
space and habitat potential. Even a tiny yard might offer potential habitat that an apartment block wouldn’t. However, dense
housing removes pressure to construct less-dense housing
somewhere else. And habitat values for wildlife decrease rapidly
once roads and structures take up more land than is available
for natural habitat. Low-density suburbia, somewhere in the
range of two houses per acre, is a likely tipping point for natural
open space.
To apply this concept, imagine rezoning an area from four
homes per acre to ten. That would likely benefit open space,
because the area already has minimal open space value, and the
additional housing would reduce pressure for sprawl elsewhere.
Rezoning homes from one per five acres to one per acre, by contrast, destroys significant open space values and lies on the opposite
side of the open space tipping point.
Farming: Farming may be even more sensitive to density than
natural open space. Rural residential levels of density, one house
per acre or even less, probably constitute a tipping point for farming. Any more density than this and farming operations become
increasingly difficult to operate.
Financial/economic: Up to a certain point, more is
better. Two homes on 50-acre lots are worth more than one on
100 acres. A tall apartment building might be more risky and
appeal to a smaller market segment than a small condo building, however.
So what’s the upshot of all this? From an environmental perspective, something equivalent to low-density suburbs, maybe two
houses per acre, is the point where almost all environmental incentives are to avoid increases in density. That is, in areas at that level of
density or less, environmental groups should oppose efforts to add
housing. Somewhere around the density level found in inner suburbs, maybe ten houses per acre, the environmental incentives are
to support increases in density. Thus, environmental groups should
support policies that increase housing densities above that point.
Finally, from the inner suburbs up to city areas where multi-story
apartments are possible, environmental and economic interests are
closely aligned.
This is all a simplification, of course. Dense housing in the wrong
place is just a mistake. Natural open space in an urban area near a
stream can also be very beneficial given the importance of stream
environments. Two to four houses per acre seems to be a pretty
inefficient use of land in most circumstances, but if residences were
clustered with most land in open space, it might not be so bad.
A tipping “range” rather than a tipping “point” might be the most
appropriate concept—the incentives don’t change instantly, but go
through a transition. Overall, however, a tipping-point or tippingrange analysis may point to areas of overlap between environmental
and economic or developer interests.
CGF

The Pulse
of the Past
Still Beats in
the Valley of
Heart’s Delight
by Brian Schmidt

J

Mark your calendars for the big opening weekend of the exhibition Shaped by Water:
Past Present & Future at the Los Altos History Museum October 15-16. Water shaped

the history of the Santa Clara Valley, and how we use it will shape our future. Come experience
a unique connection to our precious and finite water--past, present, and future--through photographs, art, stories, and interactive exhibits for kids of all ages.
In collaboration with the exhibition, Committee for Green Foothills is co-sponsoring a winter watershed tour of Adobe Creek! Stay tuned for details.
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Shaped by Water

  

une 2011 brought an intriguing proposal by Apple Computer’s Steve
Jobs to the Cupertino City Council.
He proposed taking over the 150 acre,
already developed corporate campus
that Hewlett Packard no longer needs,
and transforming it into a new Apple
headquarters. Removing the standard
buildings, the usual massive surface parking, and all the “corporate” landscaping,
Apple proposes limiting its development
to only a fifth of the land. The remainder
would be filled with native plants and
trees, and with the orchards that Steve
Jobs (and many others) remember from
their childhoods here in the Valley of
Heart’s Delight.
This and other projects, such as Full
Circle Farm in Sunnyvale, Martial Cottle
Park in San Jose, the interest in bringing
an orchard to Mountain View, and the
surprising number of remnant orchards
scattered in our cities — all remind us
that the pulse of our orchard-farming past still beats here.
The architectural features of Apple’s
proposal go beyond our scope here at
Committee for Green Foothills, but
the merits of removing vast amounts of
hardscape and its replacement with native landscaping and orchards do not.
The company’s proposal raises other
issues, though — will they support
housing like Google is doing? Will they
manage traffic impacts and air quality
impacts on sensitive serpentine soil
habitats as outlined in the County’s
crucial Habitat Plan? Those issues
must be addressed, but for now we can
relish the opportunity to highlight this
pulse, resonating from the orchards of
the past, alive again in our valley.

thank you from all of us at CGF!
Gifts received April 1, 2010
thru March 31, 2011
Foothills
Millennium Fund
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These generous major donors of $1,000 or
more in the past fiscal year have made an
extraordinary commitment to local open space
protection. We are pleased to recognize them
as members of the Foothills Millennium Fund.
Steve and Carlene Abbors
Steve Blank and Alison Elliott
Kathy Bridgman
Craig Britton and Carleen
Bruins
Allan and Marilyn Brown
Matthew Burrows
Elizabeth Chamberlain
Patricia Cherry
Robin Clark and
Mary Mackiernan
Joseph Cotchett
Mary and Jack Davey
Paul Davis
Richard and Beth DeAtley
Nancy S. Drapkin
Sandy Emerson
Rob and Susan Flint
Jim Foran
Lucille and Steve Glassman
Emilie Goldman
Ruth and Ben Hammett
Larry and Penny Hassett
Author Hofmayer
Dr. Daniel Alegria and
Dr. Mary Page Hufty
Cathie and Pitch Johnson
Steve and Karla Jurvetson
Gail Kaiser
Peter Kunstadter
Mrs. Jean Lane
Mary and Edmund Larenas
Peter and Sue LaTourrette
Jody and Roger Lawler
Stuart Leeb
Sidney and Linda Liebes
Tor and Nancy Lund
Jamis and Margaret MacNiven
Dean and LaVon Morton
Brad and Judy O’Brien
Robin McKnight and Allen Olivo
Joan and Bill Porter
William Reller
Robert and Elizabeth Rix
Lennie and Mike Roberts
Katie Sanborn and
Barbara Wright
Brian Schmidt and
Karen Coppock
Jeff and Meridith Segall
Nancy and Greg Serrurier
Tanya Slesnick and Ted Mitchell
Geoff and Colleen Tate
David and Karie Thomson
Jamie and Joe Wang
Bill and Jan Whitmer

individual Donors

Gifts of all sizes help ensure the future of local
open space. We’d like to thank the following
donors for their gifts up to $1000.
Rhoda Alexander
Matthew and Marcia Allen
John Allen
Garnetta Annable
Anonymous (6)
Midori Aogaichi
Nancy Arbuckle and
Cedric Crocker
Karen S. Arimoto-Peterson
Sara Armstrong and
David Hilbert
Norman Arslan
Joan Baez
Tanya and Alex Bagerman
Daniel and Mary-Lynne
Bainbridge
Ann Lafargue Balin and
Fred Balin
Bruce and Marjory Barkhau
Nancy and Donald Barnby
Cliff and Zelda Barnett
Robert Barrett and
Linda Atkinson
Jennifer Basiji
Kevin Bastian and
Dolores Dalton
Duane Bay and
Barbara Noparstak
Jeffrey Blohm and Lovinda Beal
Irene Beardsley and
Dan Bloomberg
Michele Beasley
Betsy and George Bechtel
Bill and Peggy Bechtell
Josh Becker
Cindy and Dale Beliveau
Rachel and Elton Bell
Helene F. Belz
Dorothy Bender
Jeanne Benioff
David Bergen
Caroline H. Bergh
Martin Berndt
David and Anne Bernstein
Janet Bertaina
Ann C. Beyer
Roger and Millicent Bishop
James Bjorken
Jim Blanchard and
Terry Sweeney
Marsden and Elizabeth Blois
Jane Blumberg-Goldberg
Phil and Mary Bobel
Tom Coates and Kristine Bobier
Norma Jean Bodey Galiher
Mr. and Mrs. John Boice
Nancy S. Borgeson
Christopher A. Botsford
Penelope Bowen
Patricia Boyle
Jobst Brandt
Mary Ashley Brayton
John Brazil and Libby Dresel
Scott Brenneman
David and Sally Brew
Edith Bridges and David Cone
Winslow and Ann Briggs
Dianne Brinson
C. Denise Brodersen, CFP
Jonathan and Roberta Brown
Sherry Brown
Robert D. Brown, Jr.
Linda Brownrigg and
Philip Lewis
Joanne E. Bruggemann

Elizabeth Buchner
Gretchen Burke
Patrick Burt
Carolyn Caddes
Gordon and Joan Campbell
A. R. and C.M. Carlson
Jerry Carlson
Frank and Margaret Carney
Val and Rich Carpenter
Betsy and Alan Carpenter
Brian Carr
Eric Carruthers
Phyllis and Richard Cassel
Nancy and John Cassidy
Nancy and George Cator
Saul Chaikin and Beth Johnson
Lyn Chambers and Greg Lee
Helen Chapman
Cindy Chavez
Doug and Gail Cheeseman
Lydia Chen
Ellen Christensen
Jon Christensen
Kansen and Daisy Chu
Ted, Ginny and Jennifer Chu
Bertina Clare
Thomas S. and Sarah Clark
Dr. and Mrs. William H. Clark
Ron and Carol Clazie
Philippe Cohen
Robert and Doreene Compton
Dorothy and Kirke Comstock
Ann and Clyde Coombs
Ken and Sally Cooper
Mary and Tom Cooper
John Cormode and
Janet Jarmann
Jeannette Cosby
Jen Couperus
Nancy and Jitze Couperus
Jean M. Covell
Linda Craig and Evan Hughes
Constance Crawford
Denice Dade
Cynthia K D’Agosta
Nicole David
Lubab Sheet and
Jonathan Davis
Victoria De Martini
Jerry Deal
Rob Decker
L Peter Deutsch
Sue and Erick Digre
Kathleen Dnilery
Mary and Bob Dodge
Ruth G. Doell
Sharon Doyle
Paul and Maureen Draper
Jean Dresden
Dianne Dryer
Richard and Jean Duda
Timothy Duff
Diana B. Dutton
Bryan Beck and Kaia Eakin
Lester and Marian Earnest
Francesca Eastman and
Ed Goodstein
Edith and Jeb Eddy
Craige Edgerton
Robert and Diana Ekedahl
Ben Encisco and Judith Dean
Jan and Ernst Epstein
Len and Gael Erickson
Ralph Eschenbach and
Carol Provan
Stanley and Betty Evans
William D. Evers
Geraldine Farber
Gary and Annette Fazzino
Nancy Federspiel

Michael and Dana Fedor
Hal Feeney
Anita and Sol Feferman
Jan and Bob Fenwick
Kelly Fergusson
Thomas and Nancy Fiene
Doris Fischer-Colbrie
Alice Fischgrund
Leslie and James Fish
David Ellison and Linda Fletcher
Carol Ford
Oliver and Lolita Frank
Bill and Louise Freedman
Sarah and Robert Freedman
Audrey Freeman
Steve and Sofia Freer
Julianne Adams Frizzell
Monty and Judy Frost
Bruce Frymire
Dan Furtado
Ann Ganesan
Joel Gartland
Linda Gass
Albert and Barbara Gelpi
Lynn and Jim Gibbons
Mary McVey Gill
David K. Ginsborg
Mark R. Gion
Robert Girard
Jonathan Glick
Mark J. Goldberg
Milton and Jean Goldberg
Dr. Chip and Linda Goldstein
Leslie C. Gordon
Mary Gordon
Richard Gordon
John and Mariam Graham
Kathy Graham
Robert and Joan Grant
Joan and Dan Gray
Barbara Green
Matthew Greenberg
David Greene
Peter B. and Ann M. Gregory
Herbert and Norma Grench
Grace and Michael Griffin
Carole Groom
Bill and Nancy Grove
Laura Haberlin
Liz Haenel
James and Linda Hagan
Carol and Dexter Hake
Jean Halloran
Stephen and Diana Halprin
Michael Hammes
Kathryn Hargrove
Jonathan Harman
Cecily Harris
Richard Harris
William Harris
Phillip Harter, MD
Harry and Susan Hartzell
Walter and Ginna Hartzell
Margaret and Van Harvey
Grace and Robert Hasbrook
Nancy L. Hay
Janet Gray Hayes
Gary and Patricia Hedden
Albert and Hertha Hemel
Teena Henshaw
Karen Herrel
Kenneth Himes
Jan Hintermeister
Carroll Ann Hodges
Karen Holman
Virginia Holmes
Kirsten Holmquist
Micheline Horstmeyer
Anne Houghteling
Lyndal Hubbard

Carol and Mahlon Hubenthal
Joseph and Nancy Huber
Ellie Huggins and Dan Wendin
Barbara Hunter
Gabriel Ibarra
Cleo Jackson
Carol Jacobs
Yvonne and William Jacobson
Michael and Christine James
Jane Johnson
Shawn and Mary Johnson
Earle Jones
Tom and Madge Jordan
Thomas F. Judge
Barbara Kaiser
Bruce Kaiser and Lisa Thomas
Ash Kalra
Robert Katz
Alice Kaufman
Francie, Pat, and Katie Kelley
Tom Kelley
Ryland and Shirley Kelley
Carol Chapman and
Michael Kelly
Mary Kennedy
Steven and Barbara Kerckhoff
Karen Kidwell and
Rodney Farrow
Dana and Mike Kimsey
Kenneth King and
Rosemary Malvey
Suzi King
Laura Kindsvater
Yoriko Kishimoto
Howard and Wendy Kleckner
Larry Klein and
Milbrey McLaughlin
Dahv and Andrea Kline
Richard Koch
Carol Kornfeld
Barbara Kossy
Anthony and Judy Kramer
Charles Krenz and
Karen Tate-Krenz
Julia Kringel
Ann V. Lambrecht
Julie Lancelle
Susan Lang and
Robert Levenson
Nils and Marie Lang-Ree
Jeanette Langstaff
James and Annie Laplante
Susan M. Lark, M.D.
Jeanne Larkin
Elizabeth Lasensky
Jeff and Maureen LaTourrette
Rosalie Lefkowitz
Karen Lemes
Joyce and Bob Leonard
Benjamin Lerner
Morton and Elaine Levine
Jane and Howard Lewis
Sally Lieber and Dave Phillips
George and Ann Limbach
Peter and Beverly Lipman
Sonja and Peter Lobban
Terri Lobdell and Bill Johnson
Tom Lockard and Alix Marduel
Franklin Lockfeld
David Loeb
Anne and John Loftis
Dr. and Mrs. David London
Joan Loney
Pauline Lord
Carol and Hal Louchheim
Susan Love
May Lum
Rene Lynch
Judith A. and Mois Macias
George and Marjorie Mader

We couldn’t do it without your support.
Sheila Raleigh
Bert and Anne Raphael
Kate H. Reimnitz
David and Frances Reneau
Emily Renzel
Virginia Rhodas
Eric Richert
Karen Scussel and Curt Riffle
Barbara Rigney
Jeannette Ringold
David Ritson
Rand and Joyce Robison
Stephen and Judy Rock
Tony and Mary Roggero
Dobbie Roisen
Ron Romines
Jessica Rose
Dick and Ruth Rosenbaum
Annemarie Rosengreen
Karen Rosenstein
Howard Rosenthal, MD
Jennifer A. Roberts
Alex Ross
Elizabeth Boardman Ross
Bob and Aileene Roth
Jim and Claudia Rourke
Hon. Cindy Ruby and
Allen Ruby
Jeff Ruck and Donna Ito
James Rudolph
Mary Ann Ruiz
Ira Ruskin
Jean Rusmore
Audrey C. Rust
Paul Saffo
Nancie L. Sailor
Grace Sain
Ralph D. Samuelson
Robin Shank Sanderson
Dolly Sandoval
George and Dorothy Saxe
Jan and Vic Schachter
Suzanne Schauwecker
Dianne Schilling
Charles Schmuck
Albert and Jo Schreck
Charles G. Schulz and
Claire Taylor
John Schwabacher
Janet Schwind
Robert Scruggs
Barbara Seaney
Walter and Janice Sedriks
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin A. Seipp, Jr.
Margo Sensenbrenner
Howard and Barbara Shaw
Gerard and Joyce Shefren
Patt Sheldon and
Matthew Clark
Drew Shell
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard A. Shoor
Jeffrey Shore
Pat Showalter and
Steve Longcor
Angela Siddall
Barbara and Robert Simpson
Kathryn Slater-Carter
Joy Sleizer
Charles and Lydia Sloan
Gail Slocum and Jordan Gruber
Jerry and Dick Smallwood
Virginia Smedberg
Larry W. Smith
Alice Smith
Rey and Susie Smith
Marion Softky
Nita Spangler
Samuel Sparck
Mrs. Albert Spaulding, Jr.
Lucile and Gene Spurlock

James W. and Nina L. Steiner
Judith and Hans Steiner
Julie Steury-Reynolds
Carol and Noel Stevens
Sarah D. Stewart
Robert Stiff
Larry and Carmen Stone
Carolyn Straub and
Stephen McHenry
Doria Summa
Beth and Phil Sunshine
Marge and Roy Sutton
Kathy and Andy Switky
Mike and Diana Sworakowski
Rowland Tabor
Roger and Sherry Taylor
Nancy Teater
Laura and Boris Teksler
Christy Telch
Daniel Tellep
Maxine Terner
Sara Timby
Carolyn Tognetti
Jerry Torrance and
Carmen Ortiz
Jeanie Treichel
Ruth and Eugene Troetschler
Tony and Carolyn Tucher
Ellen and Mike Turbow
Betty Vale
Holly Van Houten and
Patrick Laprocina
Mary Van Tamelen
April Vargas
Chris and Marita Vargas
Brent and Sandra Ventura
Jessica Vernon
Nancy and Ted Vian
Darlene P. Vian and
Brian P. McCune
Libby Vincent
Dorothy and Paul Wachter
Richard Walker
Stephen Walker
Darien and Doug Walker
Louis S. Wall
Dieter and Susan Walz
John Ward
Don and Kim Weden
Mark S. Wegehaupt
Elizabeth Weingarten
William Wendin
Rita Wespi
Anne M. and
Putney Westerfield
Linda A. Wheeler
Benjamin White
Lessly Wikle and Hank Field
Donald J. Wilhelm
George and Ann Wilkinson
Bruce and Ann Willard
Hope Duveneck Williams
Margaret Williams
Elinor and Bruce Wilner
Stephen Wilson
Ron and Sue Wilson
Malcolm and Tanya Wing
Patricia Wipfler
Jonathan and Susan Wittwer
Osa and Gregory Wolff
Chris, Sheri, and
Kelsey Wolfgram
Ciddy and Bob Wordell
Sherrie Wren and Bill Barnhart
Rose Wright
Willard Wyman
Charles Yanofsky
Betsy York
Glenn S. Yoshioka
Jeff and Sophie Yost

Barbara Young
Ellen Zeff
Karin Zimmermann
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Zoback

Foundations

in Memory

The Barkley Fund
Cinco Hermanos Fund
Elkind Family Foundation
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
GE Foundation
Chuck and Nan Geschke Foundation
Jewish Community Endowment Fund
Los Altos Community Foundation
McKee Family Trust
Michael Lee Environmental Foundation
Milligan Family Foundation
Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation
James and Rebecca Morgan
Family Foundation
Motorola Foundation
Philanthropic Ventures Foundation
Schwab Charitable Fund
Shustek Dubinsky Family Philanthropic Fund
Silicon Valley Community Foundation
Swisher/Rubin Trust
The David and Lucile Packard
Foundation

CGF is grateful for the following remembrance
gifts made this year.
In Memory of Mary Davey
Anonymous (2)
Carolyn Caddes
Nancy and Jitze Couperus
Constance Crawford
Kit Davey and Tom Podoll
Dexter and Jean Dawes
Ruth and Ben Hammett
Anthony and Judy Kramer
Peter and Sue LaTourrette
Chris MacIntosh
Debbie Mytels
Kay and Charles Philips
Susie Richardson
Lennie and Mike Roberts
Judy Rookstool
Jeff Ruck and Donna Ito
Cindy Russell and
David Smernoff
Silicon Valley SCORE
Ben and Annette L. Segall
Jeff and Meridith Segall
Tanya Slesnick and
Ted Mitchell
The Laurie Spaeth Trust
David and Karie Thomson
Chris and Marita Vargas
Andrea Zafer Evans
In Memory of Guy Patterson
Myrna and Leon Rochester
In Memory of Frank Schiavo
Ralph Schardt
In Memory of Mary Stegner
Mrs. Jean Lane
In Memory of Jud and Ruth Scholtz
Judith Kays
In Memory of Adele and Lewis Lawyerr
Judith Kays

to honor

CGF thanks these donors for their gifts in
honor of special individuals.
In honor of Matt Burrows
Patricia Cherry
In honor of Jennifer Couperus
Emily Cantey
In honor of Claire Feder
Jennifer Couperus
In honor of Ernie Goiten
Jennifer Couperus
In honor of Margaret MacNiven
Karen S. Arimoto-Peterson
In honor of Brian Schmidt
Dana and Alice Schmidt
In honor of Benjamin and
Annette Segall
Paul Segall and
Joan Berman Segall
In honor of Diane Talbert
Karen S. Arimoto-Peterson
In honor of April Vargas
Margaret MacNiven
In honor of Ellen Zeff and
Jeff Blaney
Fifi Zeff

CGF would like to thank the these foundations
for their generous support of our work.

Corporations and
organizations

CGF thanks these corporations for their donations, grants, or matching gifts.
Artifex Software, Inc.
Borel Private Bank & Trust
Company
Congregation Beth Am
Green Century Funds
Greenbelt Alliance
IBM Corporation Matching
Grants Program
Kepler’s Books and Magazines
Levi Strauss Foundation
Microsoft Matching Gift
Program
Pacific Gas and Electric
Palomar Park Garden Club
Pfizer Foundation
South Bay AFL-CIO Labor
Council
Sprinkles Cupcakes

in-kind gifts

CGF thanks these members and organizations
for their in-kind donations.
Bucks of Woodside
Chris Bui
Chaine d’Or Vineyards
Nancy and Jitze Couperus
Kit Davey and Tom Podoll
Don and Kim Weden
Emilio Guglielmo Winery
Gail Kaiser
La Honda Winery
John Morris
Ridge Vineyards
Thomas Fogarty Winery
Vogue Cleaners
Woodside Vineyards
CGF would especially like to
remember Mary Stegner who
invested in CGF’s work beyond
her lifetime.
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John F. Mallory
Jone Manoogian
Ellie and Dick Mansfield
Elizabeth A. Maroder
Janet Martin
Alice Anne Martineau
Helen Hooper McCloskey
Arthur and Annette McGarr
Laura J. McIntosh
Eileen P. McLaughlin
Clysta Seney McLemore
Betsy and Bill Meehan
Frank Menke
John and Valerie Metcalfe
Amy Meyer
Pat Millar
David Miller
Kristine D. Miller
Micki Miller
Barbara Millin
Mary and Peter Mills
Katharine Minott
Robert Moline
James Montgomery and
Gale Snow
Patricia Watters
Mrs. Albert Moorman
Kelly Moran and Mark Eliot
Joan Welch Morris
Sheri Morrison
Diana and Brian Moss
Thomas Moutoux
James and Trish Mulvey
Edward S. Munyak
Jean and Greg Myers
Ellen Nachtrieb
Nadia and Ullas Naik
Richard A. Navarro
Walter Nelson
Ann and Warren Nelson
Paul and Antje Newhagen
Merrill and Lee Newman
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Nichols
Liz and Gary Nielsen
Susan Nightingale
William K. Nisbet
Ken Nitz
Frances Orr Nitzberg
Timothy and Virginia Norman
Dorothy Norris
Joan Norton
Tim O’Brien
Brigid O’Farrell and TJ Glauthier
William and Beverly Oldfield
Jean Olmsted
Andrea J. Ouse
Robert A. and Marna S. Page
Mary and Ward Paine
Mr. Richard W. Palthe
Peter Parham
G. Lyndall Parsons
Pam Patek
Gary Patton
David and Jocelyn Perrone
Courtney and Andy Pflaum
Helen and Joe Pickering
Christine Pielenz and Bill Laven
James Pollock
Chris Powell and Bern Smith
Margot and Vaughan Pratt
Thomas T. Pressburger
Duffy Price
Nan Prince
Susan and Simon Prutton
Stephen and Sandra Pursell
Daniel and Helen Quinn
Lee Quintana
Ted Raczek
Kathy and John Radford
Eleanor Rakonitz

Developing Morgan Hill’s Southeast Quadrant:

a half-Baked idea Whose
time has not Come

10 |
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espite having decades worth of vacant and underutilized commercial land available within its urban
growth boundary, the City of Morgan Hill is marching
forward with its ill-advised plan to needlessly annex and
develop 760 of the 1300 acres of farmland and open space
known as the Southeast Quadrant (SEQ).
From the very beginning, CGF has stood in staunch opposition to this unnecessary annexation and development
proposal. The farmlands of the SEQ serve as the last large buffer
zone between Morgan Hill and San Martin,
its neighbor to the south. They
also play a part in the rural
image and quality of life
valued by so many
of the people who
make Morgan
Hill their home
(see Investigative
Series article).
More than that
though, the SEQ
represents the front
line in the fight to stop
sprawl from paving over what
is left of specialty-crop agriculture in
South County.
The City of Morgan Hill claims that the SEQ will, in all
probability, soon be overrun by rural residential housing. So, in
order to save and protect agriculture in Morgan Hill, the City
feels they must hurry up and allow these lands to be developed.
Of course, they have yet to produce a basis for this claim. The
reality is that carving up the SEQ for development would
decrease the amount of farmland left in the area, and increase
urban encroachment on the remaining farmland, placing an
additional burden on local farming operations.
The loss of farmland—and with it the ability to produce
more fresh, locally grown foods—would not be the only cost
of sprawling out into the SEQ. Morgan Hill residents already
pay more than Gilroy, Sunnyvale, and San Jose for water and
wastewater services because of poor land-use planning, and
rates are slated to increase 16.5% while services decline. Adding
more infrastructure demand to what the City cannot already
adequately service is not a smart or sustainable model.
With all the City’s budgetary woes, one has to wonder why
they would want to stretch their fiscal and staffing resources
further on a project that the Santa Clara County’s Local Agency
Formation Commission (LAFCO) staff has made plainly clear

ci

D

runs counter to a number of LAFCO’s core policies. Without
LAFCO approval, the City cannot move forward with the annexation or project.
So why invest City resources into this now? A number of
the SEQ landowners have been chomping at the bit for years
to get their land inside the city’s jurisdiction in order to be free
of County development constraints. Unfortunately, the City
has obliged them by paying over $173,000 of the proposed
projects’ Environmental Impact Report fees and by inventing
a new land-use designation called Sports-Recreation-Leisure
to sell this project and disguise its commercial uses. The new
designation serves as a catch-all category
allowing developers to build just
about anything from actual
sporting facilities to gas
stations.
There is a
problem there
too, however, in
that some of the
developers aren’t
even sure what
o
they
will build. Of
C
i ll
nH
the
fi
ve
private project
a
org
er M
applications
submitted,
m
r
/ fo
rzan
two are devoid of any real plan
M a rk G
and two lack definitive descriptions.
This absence of information further exacerbates
the problem of ascertaining what the environmental and fiscal
impacts of the SEQ annexation would ultimately be.
Overlaying all of this is the City’s lack of effort to inform
residents of the annexation and solicit community-wide input
on it. The City of Morgan Hill has spent an enormous amount
of time and effort in soliciting and gathering community-wide
input over the redevelopment of 117 acres of the city’s downtown core, yet has done very little for a project six times that size
on undeveloped land.
The silver lining in all this could be the Agricultural Mitigation and Preservation Policies that the City is drafting as part of
the overall project. The City has an opportunity here to show
how serious it is about ensuring the long-term viability of agriculture in Morgan Hill. Unfortunately, preliminary indicators
suggest that the draft policies too may fall pitifully short of the
mark.
Morgan Hill must wake up and realize the true cost of
reckless expansion. Development impact fees don’t cover the
full cost of growth, half-baked project ideas don’t amount to
economic boon, and building a sustainable community doesn’t
include unnecessarily paving over farmland.
un

by Julie hutcheson

CGF

honoring Peter Douglas,
Coastal Champion Extraordinaire
by Lennie roberts

o

hour of the legislative session, thanks
to enormous public pressure, and the
incredible skill and persuasive abilities
of the person who would become the
California Coastal Commission’s first
Chairman, Mel Lane.
Peter joined the fledgling agency as
a staff member, and became its third
Executive Director in 1985. Although
the twelve Commission members who
make the critical decisions regarding development along the coast are all political
appointees, the Commission’s highly
professional staff provides the legal and
policy basis that keeps the Commission’s
work consistent with the mandates of the
Coastal Act. Decisions of the Commission are not always popular, and frustrated landowners, real estate agents, lawyers,
and consultants have often sparred with
Peter and other Commission members.
Environmentalists have also complained
that the Commission’s decisions often
do not go far enough to protect the coast.
They point out that victories are merely
temporary, and defeats are permanent.
Throughout the tumultuous storms of
controversy, Peter Douglas has remained
steadfast. He says, “I follow the law, and
it’s a very strong law. “
In reflecting on his decades of devotion to the coast, Peter has written, “I
have always considered the Coastal Act
as the People’s Law because it was citizen
activists and strong, ongoing, public support that has made possible California’s
remarkable record of success in coastal
conservation.”
This is true, but without Peter’s leadership beginning in 1971, protection of the
coast may well have had a far different
outcome.
CGF
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n October 2, CGF will be honoring
Peter Douglas, longtime Executive Director of the California Coastal
Commission, for his distinguished career
in coastal protection. Peter must have
some strands of coastal prairie grass or
giant sea kelp somewhere in his DNA,
for this extraordinary person has had an
extraordinary influence on this extraordinary place.
The California coast is highly prized for
its world-class scenic vistas, productive farm
fields and forests, beautiful beaches, and
abundant ocean resources. These natural
resources unavoidably generate clashes between people who envision the coast as an
asset to exploit for financial gain, and others
who see it as a place to be protected for its
intrinsic values. For over four decades, Peter
Douglas has been at the forefront of the
most important and far-reaching regulatory
program to protect any area in the country.
Beginning in the early 1970’s, California was besieged by intensified pressure
to develop the coast. PG&E had started
construction of a nuclear power plant at
Diablo Canyon, and excavated a second
site at Bodega Head; offshore oil drilling
was gaining momentum (notwithstanding the devastating effects of the 1969
Santa Barbara oil spill); freeways were
proposed to open up vast areas for
sprawling development; public access to
beaches was being cut off; and wetlands
were being filled or dredged without
regard for their ecological value. People
up and down the state were alarmed.
Something had to be done or the coast
would be transformed forever.
Into this crisis stepped Peter Doug-

las, an idealistic recent graduate from
UCLA Law School, unsure of where his
career path might lead. Peter saw many
areas of injustice and exploitation that
troubled him and took a job as an aide
to Assemblymember Alan Sieroty in
1971—in spite of his misgivings about
working within a political system that
could be corrupt and dominated by
special interests.
Peter’s first project was to draft a
coastal protection bill for some environmental organizations that had formed a
statewide alliance. The bill went down to
defeat by one vote in 1971 but Peter was
not deterred. Changing strategies, Peter,
and other coastal supporters, decided to
turn to the voters, whom they felt could
potentially overcome the tremendous
economic pressures that caused the
legislation to fail in Sacramento. In 1972,
citizens throughout California, galvanized by the inability of the Legislature to
stand up to powerful economic interests,
qualified for the ballot a landmark
initiative, Proposition 20, which was approved by the voters despite tremendous
opposition. The principal co-author of
Proposition 20, and a key organizer up
and down the state, was none other than
Peter Douglas.
Proposition 20 mandated an interim
study commission that would make
recommendations to the California
Legislature for a permanent coastal
conservation plan. During this critical
period, Peter was a consultant to the
Legislature, and a principal author of
the 1976 Coastal Act that made California’s coastal management program
permanent. The coastal legislation was
approved by one vote at the eleventh

CGF at Work
B

elow is a letter that Committee for Green Foothills sent to the
Gilroy City Council when that City had briefly removed itself
from the County Habitat Plan that local agencies and environmental
groups had been preparing for years. The Habitat Plan would be
crucial in restricting some development in general and in forcing
some developers to mitigate environmental damage in particular.
CGF and many other groups undertook an effort that succeeded in
reversing the City Council decision. As stated in the letter, the City
or any other city that might remove itself from the Plan is legally

vulnerable, namely, “we would add that the failure to get [a Habitat
Plan] permit means the habitat alteration is a violation of Section
9 of the ESA. That habitat alteration is already happening—for
example, the traffic Gilroy creates through Silicon Valley causes
damage to serpentine-soil habitat and ESA-listed species using that
habitat. Wildlife agencies, and others, have the ability to enforce Section 9 of the ESA.”
We applaud Gilroy’s reconsideration and will continue to work
vigorously to get the best possible Habitat Plan in place.

May 2, 201
1
City Coun
ci
City of G l
ilroy
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CGF Opposes a Proposed Eastern Location
for the Gilroy High Speed Rail Train Station
by Julie Hutcheson

T

The east station would pull
Gilroy development in general
away from downtown and towards
outward sprawl ...

CGF
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the proposed eastern 101 station fails to
meet this requirement.
The Local Agency Formation Commission (LAFCo) has also warned the
City of Gilroy and the CHSRA that this
area is within the County’s jurisdiction
and part of the Agricultural Preserve.
Therefore, the development of the high
speed rail station in this area would
require LAFCO’s approval to annex this
area into the City of Gilroy and to extend
their urban service area.
Despite all this, the City of Gilroy is
moving forward with a high speed train
station Visioning Process to study which
of the two proposed locations—either
downtown or in the Agricultural Preserve—would be the preferable location.
The City’s effort will be used to inform
and influence the CHSRA as it considers
final decisions on the station location.
Community input is part of the
Visioning Process and CGF has already
weighed in, and will continue to do so,
opposing any use of the limited transit
and high speed rail funding for the
further planning of this destructive site
proposal.

  

he path of high speed rail through
south Santa Clara County could
be devastating to the fertile farmlands
in Gilroy should the proposed eastern
Highway 101 alignment become the
alignment of choice.
In all fairness, this alignment was not
the preferred option of the California
High Speed Rail Authority (CHSRA)
which originally proposed to run the
high speed train adjacent to the Union
Pacific line along Monterey Road. It was
actually a hastily thought out resolution
brought by both Gilroy’s and Morgan
Hill’s City Councils in reaction to their
fear of the impacts a high speed rail
system would bring to their downtowns.
Unfortunately, the Councils’ timing was
as problematic as their proposal since
their request came too late for the eastern
101 alignment to be evaluated in the
program level Environmental Impact Report. Yet, that did not stop the CHSRA
from considering it as a viable alternative.
The Committee has expressed its deep
concerns both to the Authority and local
and regional decision makers about the
proposed location of a Gilroy high speed
train station on working farmland east
of Highway 101. Should this location be
chosen, the rail line and station would
cause a significant loss of vital urbanedge agriculture that currently limits
destructive sprawl. This loss would result
both from the station’s footprint and

the tracks leading north and south from
the station. The east station would pull
Gilroy development in general away
from downtown and towards outward
sprawl—directly aimed at the stronghold of Santa Clara County agriculture
currently existing to the east and south
of Gilroy. This station location would
increase the likelihood that the rail
alignment from Gilroy to San Jose would
further destroy even more farmland on
its route.
Additionally, the proposal would orient the train station toward servicing cars
rather than public transit. A downtown
location would encourage customers to
arrive and depart by public transit, while
the Highway 101 location would require
auto use. The potential Highway 101
station would make it easier for sprawling hillside subdivisions to be created an
hour’s drive away in multiple directions
from Gilroy, allowing commuters to
drive in on the highways and then take
the High Speed Rail to their jobs.
Placing the station east of Highway
101 in Gilroy completely ignores, and
is counter to, the HSR Authority’s
prescribed criteria for high speed train
station area development. One such
criterion is to give priority to stations
for which the city and/or county has
adopted station-area transit-oriented
development (TOD) plans and general
plans that focus and prioritize development on the TOD areas rather than on
auto-oriented outlying areas. Clearly,

Ongoing Projects Update
San Jose/Santa Clara Water Pollution Control
Plant and San Jose General Plan
by Brian Schmidt
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ommittee for Green Foothills tracks projects for years, and
sometimes for decades. The San Jose/Santa Clara Water
Pollution Control Plant and San Jose General Plan revision
definitely count as multi-year projects, and both have been written about before in Green Footnotes.
The Treatment Plant forms a core part of Silicon Valley history—an enhancement process in the 1950’s led to a drive to
sprawl San Jose outward in order to have enough users to pay
for the massive upgrade.
We hope this misguided past will not repeat itself in the near
future with the proposed new upgrade. Innovative technologies
supposedly reduce the need for large buffer zones between the
plant and other uses, so a new land-rush is on for these newlyavailable, rare, undeveloped flatland
Saving North Coyote areas near the Bay. The upland portions form one of the last strongholds
Valley and the Water of the burrowing owl in our region;
flatland areas can be tidal or
Pollution Control Plant adjacent
freshwater wetlands and buffer zones
areas are important goals along Coyote Creek.
can be pleased that the San
that will be hard to reach, JoseWeCity
Council has supported
but we will make every consideration of what we call an
Alternative” in the
effort to do so. “Environmental
upcoming environmental review of
the Treatment Plant. We, together
with many other community groups, successfully lobbied the
City Council to consider an option that upgrades the water
treatment plant itself but adds no other unrelated development
to the area.
Other issues with the Plant remain, including whether its impacts will be mitigated in the County Habitat Plan, and whether
associated projects have been improperly considered as being
separate. We will continue to monitor things closely.
The San Jose General Plan has been undergoing revision
for an even longer time period than the Treatment Plant. We
have had tremendous success in putting South Almaden Valley
and Mid-Coyote Valley off limits to massive development for
the next 30 years. This is the first time since the 1970’s when
San Jose slated those areas for development that the City has
been willing to put off development, and we hope to make it
permanent. We have also followed many other aspects of the
planning process, including our long-running effort to free environmental review from developer control. San Jose, unlike most
other cities, lets developers prepare the initial version of its
environmental documents, a biased and conflict-ridden process

that shouts for reform. The shouts are finally being heard!
The draft environmental review for the General Plan should
come out this summer. We will continue to put significant
amounts of time into reviewing the document, and we hope
to make whatever improvements are possible to ensure the
City plans to grow upward instead of outward. Saving North
Coyote Valley and the Water Pollution Control Plant areas are
important goals that will be hard to reach, but we will make
every effort to do so.
CGF

The Committee is watching ...
Mountain View — where significant development
projects raise issues regarding adequate analysis
of housing and traffic impacts on habitat outside of
the City.
San Jose and Santa Clara County — here, decisions made on the County Habitat Plan can help
chart the course of environmental protection for the
next 50 years.
Stanford University Medical Center — whose
massive expansion Palo Alto has approved.Making
sure environmental mitigations actually occur will be
very important as the project moves forward.
Coyote Valley — where permits, approved long ago,
for a never built, sprawling, corporate campus, are
soon to expire.
San Jose, Morgan Hill and Santa Clara County
General Plans — both are undergoing significant
revision, a major process that only happens every
fifteen years.
Whitpole Estate Farm, Cambridge England —
where they’re trying a “real-life Farmville,” selling
thousands of small ownership shares, and making
joint decisions over farm management— something
that could be done here.

California Coastal Commission — which must
determine whether the San Mateo County Midcoast
Local Coastal Program Update is consistent with the
Coastal Act and either approve or disapprove the
Update as submitted, without modifications of any
kind.
San Mateo County — which will be updating the
Half Moon Bay Airport Comprehensive Land Use
Plan over the next year and a half.
San Mateo County — slated to decide whether to
cancel 128 Williamson Act contracts that have not
met State requirements (that the properties under
contract must be in commercial agricultural use, in
exchange for tax breaks received by the landowners).

The Committee applauds…
San Mateo County Parks Department —
which will be receiving a grant of $3 million from
the Wildlife Conservation Board to acquire the
140-acre Pillar Point Bluff property from Peninsula Open Space Trust as an addition to the
Fitzgerald Marine Reserve.
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A COMMITTEE FOR GREEN FOOTHILLS EVENT

Sunday, October 2, 2011 • 3:30 – 6:00 pm
Please join us for a lovely afternoon as we celebrate the beautiful
California Coast and honor Peter Douglas, long-time Executive Director
of the California Coastal Commission.
California Secretary for Natural Resources John Laird, will be our guest speaker.
Advance ticket sales only — we do expect the event to sell out.
Look for more information, become a sponsor, or purchase tickets at: www.GreenFoothills.org

